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troscopic responses of pH-
sensitive nanoparticles: influence of the silica
matrix†
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Intracellular pH sensing with fluorescent nanoparticles is an emerging topic as pH plays several roles in

physiology and pathologic processes. Here, nanoparticle-sized pH sensors (diameter far below 50 nm)

for fluorescence imaging have been described. Consequently, a fluorescent derivative of pH-sensitive

hydroxypyrene with pKa ¼ 6.1 was synthesized and subsequently embedded in core and core–shell silica

nanoparticles via a modified Stöber process. The detailed fluorescence spectroscopic characterization of

the produced nanoparticles was carried out for retrieving information about the environment within the

nanoparticle core. Several steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopic methods hint to

the screening of the probe molecule from the solvent, but it sustained interactions with hydrogen bonds

similar to that of water. The incorporation of the indicator dye in the water-rich silica matrix neither

changes the acidity constant nor dramatically slows down the protonation kinetics. However, cladding

by another SiO2 shell leads to the partial substitution of water and decelerating the response of the

probe molecule toward pH. The sensor is capable of monitoring pH changes in a physiological range by

using ratiometric fluorescence excitation with lex ¼ 405 nm and lex ¼ 488 nm, as confirmed by the

confocal fluorescence imaging of intracellular nanoparticle uptake.
1. Introduction

Apart from their application in catalysis,1–4 nanoparticles have
also been used for drug delivery,5–11 infection treatment,12,13 and
cancer therapy or diagnosis.14–17 Their use as a biosensor is
exemplied in nanoscopic pH probes,18–24 which allows for
retrieving relevant health information. The rapid growth of
cancer cells in tumors leads to more acidic conditions within
the malignant tissue,25,26 but traditional analytical methods,
such as proton permeable microelectrodes, fail to determine
the intracellular concentration of H+ because of the complex
environment therein and the small sample volume.25 In
combination with uorescence techniques, the use of nano-
particles for analyzing the pH value both in vivo and in vitromay
overcome these limitations, making them useful for cancer
screening. A large number of pH-negative/positive indicators
are available, where uorescence is either quenched or
enhanced upon acidication.27,28 In the present work, the focus
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is on the use of silica particles as a nanomaterial. For the
potential use in vivo, silica nanoparticles possess the benecial
property of slow degradation both in aqueous solutions and in
blood plasma with disappearing toxicity.29–32 Although labeled
silica nanoparticles with self-calibrating pH detection exist,
preferential ratiometric detection is established by a mixture of
two or more different uorophores.22,23,30,31,33–38 In this work,
two-channel readout is achieved by a single probe molecule,
which provides two reversibly interconverting detection signals.
The use of a single probe molecule offers the advantage in
which the pH measurement is independent of parameters such
as local and irreproducible probe composition or preferential
photobleaching of one dye.39

Silica nanoparticles can be prepared by various methods such
as milling,40,41 aerosol process,42,43 microemulsion processing,44 or
sol–gel process.45–48 The sol–gel process became the method of
choice because of its mild synthesis conditions, simple control
over particle size, and monodispersity. Here, the most convenient
method is the Stöber process, which involves the ammonia-
catalyzed hydrolysis of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) as the
starting material and the use of a water–ethanol solution as the
solvent.46However, only nanoparticles with sizes larger than 50 nm
can be prepared without loss of their monodispersity, whereas
smaller particles show large size variations.38Due to the higher dye
load, larger nanoparticles are benecial for imaging and
therapy,11,23 but smaller nanoparticle sizes are preferable for other
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 35695–35705 | 35695
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Scheme 1 Syntheses of photoacid 5a and its soluble counterpart 5b
for comparison.
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in vivo applications, e.g., for longer blood circulation half-life and
ability to penetrate into and permeate through tissues.37,49

Furthermore, smaller particles facilitate analysis by molecular
spectroscopy such as uorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS)
or absorption spectroscopy. Hence, Hartlen et al. modied the
Stöber process: they introduced L-arginine instead of ammonia as
the catalysts and biphasic system, comprising cyclohexane and
water, to prepare monodisperse silica spheres (diameter as low as
15 nm).47,48 These small monodisperse silica particles were used to
examine the inuence of the external environment, i.e., the silica
matrix, with respect to their use as pH sensors. Suitable pH probes
are the derivatives of the hydroxypyrene photoacid. In this work,
therefore, an immobilizable derivative of hydroxypyrene was
synthesized according to a previously described routine to
generate asymmetric hydroxypyrene derivatives50 and subse-
quently covalently embedded in silica nanoparticles.45 We
prepared core nanoparticles (C-NP) and core–shell nanoparticles
(CS-NP), where the labeled core was clad by another SiO2 shell;
then, we compared the spectroscopic behavior of the probe
molecule therein. Due to its very clear solvatochromic behavior
and proton sensitivity,51 we selected this dye as the probe for the
interaction inside the particle and with the outer medium. In
addition, when the hydroxypyrene derivative is in the excited state,
a proton can be transferred to a suitable acceptor due to the high
photoacidity—the so-called excited-state proton transfer (ESPT)—
from which information about the hydrogen-bonding networks in
the near surrounding can be obtained.52 As pH-sensitive and
reasonably photostable dyes, sulfonated hydroxypyrene derivatives
are ideally suited to study the mobility of protons within the
nanoparticle core, which is critical for the readout performance as
pH probes. Altogether, silanized hydroxypyrene derivatives are
ideally appropriate for characterizing the silica matrix. Finally, the
application of the formed nanoparticles as pH probes in cell
cultures is nally exemplied. The spectroscopic data in the
experimental part, obtained by time-resolved and steady-state
uorescence spectroscopies, is elaborated in the discussion
section, where the various aspects of pH sensing by encapsulated
dyes are examined.
2. Experimental

The synthesis of immobilizable photoacid 5a is shown in
Scheme 1. For further details on the synthesis of 5a, see the ESI
(Chapter 2 and Fig. S6†). Both unlabeled and labeled C-NP
were synthesized according to an earlier work.45 A growth
step led to CS-NP,45 where the cladding consisted of an unla-
beled silica layer. Only for the cellular experiments (ESI,
Chapter 16†), an unstained core was covered with a labeled
shell. The preparation and characterization of C-NP and CS-NP
(TEM, DLS, and z-potential value) are shown in the ESI†
(Chapter 3–5†).
2.1 Nanoparticle preparation (see ESI, Chapter 2†)

The nanoparticles were concentrated by centrifugation (Spin-X
UF concentrators; MWCO: 10 kDa; corning) prior to perform-
ing the spectroscopic experiments. The particles were
35696 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 35695–35705
subsequently diluted in the respective solvents. Centrifugation
was necessary as a further purication step and will be
explained in more detail in the discussion section.

2.2 Steady-state uorescence spectroscopy (ESI, Chapter 8
and 13†)

The emission and excitation spectra of both nanoparticle frac-
tions were recorded in solvents with varying hydrogen-bonding
capabilities (Kamlet–Ta parameter a) to determine the
strength and inuence of hydrogen bonding in comparison to
the known solvatochromic behavior.52 For pKa determination, the
excitation spectra of C-NP and CS-NP were measured in different
buffer solutions (20 mM HPCE buffer, sodium citrate, and
sodium phosphate; Fluka/Honeywell) at various pH values. The
uorescence intensity at the lmax value of the photoacid (ROH)
and its conjugate base (anionic, deprotonated form; RO�) were
determined at each pH from the raw spectra to separately
calculate the molar fraction for each species, as well as the
intensity ratio.38,53 Furthermore, the emission spectra of C-NP
and CS-NP were measured aer the addition of hydrochloric
acid. A similar measurement was performed with the particles
synthesized and puried in deuterium oxide instead of water. In
this case, deuterium chloride was added for acidication.

The uorescence emission and excitation spectra of C-NP
and CS-NP were recorded using a JASCO spectrouorometer
FP-6500 (JASCO) in a 1.4 mL quartz cuvette.

2.3 Steady-state uorescence anisotropy

The loss of uorescence anisotropy, r, when the transition
moments of absorption and emission are roughly parallelly
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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oriented, results from the local mobility of the uorophore and
therefore allows for the verication of the rigid incorporation into
a matrix.54–56 In our case of moderate labeling, uorescence
anisotropy should only depend on the self-rotation of the spherical
nanoparticle and can be slowed down by increasing the particle
size or viscosity of the solvent (Perrin equation [eqn (1)]).54,57

r0

r
¼ 1þ sfl

q
¼ 1þ 6Drotsfl (1)

In this expression, r0 denotes the intrinsic anisotropy of the
immobile uorophore; s, the uorescence lifetime; q, the
rotational correlation time; andDrot, the coefficient of rotational
diffusion. Drot corresponds to a rate constant and is related to
the Boltzmann constant kB, temperature T, viscosity h, and the
value of its hydrodynamic radius, rH, via the Stokes–Einstein–
Debye equation [eqn (2)].58

Drot ¼ kBT

8phrH3
(2)

Steady-state anisotropy was determined with the same uo-
rescence spectrometer as that used in Section 2.2 using vertical
polarization for excitation and both vertical and horizontal
polarizations for detection. The depicted spectra were corrected
for the grating factor G.54
2.4 Time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) and
uorescence quantum yield determination

According to the work of Strickler–Berg, s is inversely propor-
tional to the square of the refractive index.59 Hence, s values
can be used to retrieve information about the refractive index
n0, especially when the uorescence quantum yield, 4, is
high.60 More precisely, the n0 value of any surrounding can be
determined according to eqn (3), where water can be used as the
reference medium. Here, nx and sx denote n0 and s in another
medium, respectively. A calibration t, where the refractive
index ncalculated [determined by using eqn (3)] was compared
with the refractive index nmeasured, as directly measured with an
Abbe refractometer (Atago, 3T) (ESI, Table S6†); this proved the
reliability of this procedure.

nx ¼ nwater

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
swater
sx

r
(3)

Furthermore, TCSPC with excitation of the acidic form
(ROH) can be used to characterize the ESPT from the excited
photoacid to the nearby solvent molecules.52 The full photo-
chemical cycle following the photon absorption is known as the
Förster cycle and is described in detail for pyranine-derived
photoacids elsewhere.50–53,61 ESPT in protic solvents is drasti-
cally slowed down when replacing water with methanol.52

Similarly, the ESPT efficiency in deuterium oxide is lower by
a factor of 2 to 5 than in that in water due to the kinetic isotope
effect.62,63 The kinetics of ESPT, which can also be determined
from the steady-state experiments, are a sensitive measurement
tool for the maintenance of hydrogen-bonding networks.64
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
Here, 4 was measured on an absolute PL quantum yield
spectrometer (C11347, Hamamatsu) in the scan mode.

2.5 FCS

FCS curves were determined using a custom-built setup (ESI,
Chapter 12†). The correlation data were analyzed according to
a previously described 2D diffusion model, including one or
several dark states [eqn (4)].50,65 Here, g(s) denotes the obtained
correlation function of the uorescence uctuations and N
denotes the apparent particle number.

gðsÞ ¼ 1

N

 
1

1þ s
sdiffðIÞ

! 
1þ

X
i

kprot;i

kdeprot;i
e�ðkprot;iþkdeprot;iÞs

!

þ offset (4)

The longest time component of the autocorrelation decay
should correspond to the diffusion time, sdiff, of the molecule
through the detection volume [eqn (5)].54

sdiff ¼ u0
2

4Dtrans

(5)

Here, u0 is the lateral extension of the confocal volume (u0

¼ 0.46 mm), which was determined with rhodamine 110
(R110). R110 was selected as the reference because of its
superior photostability, its use in single-molecule experi-
ments, and its similar spectroscopic properties to the depro-
tonated form of compound 5a (see ESI, Fig. S21d†).66,67

Further, Dtrans denotes the coefficient of translational diffu-
sion and is further related to kB, T, h, and rH via the Stokes–
Einstein–Debye equation [eqn (6)].58

Dtrans ¼ kBT

6phrH
(6)

However, sdiff can appear smaller due to any light-driven,
irreversible process like photobleaching, which competes with
diffusion.65 The occurrence of photobleaching, therefore, is
detrimental to any particle size determination by FCS (see ESI,
Chapter 12†).

Faster uorescence uctuations, described by the second
term in eqn (4), arise from the transient dark-state population.
As no intensity-dependent dark-state population was noticed,
which is in agreement with earlier experiments on this
substance class,64,68 the dark-state population exclusively results
from the pH-dependent interconversion of the deprotonated
dye (RO� form) and protonated dye (ROH form). The parameter
kprot in eqn (4) describes the population of the dark-state ROH
(protonation) and kdeprot is the depopulation rate constant of
the dark state (deprotonation).64,68 However, eqn (4) is valid for
molecular species like 5a/b; the preexponential factor kprot/
kdeprot is reduced if more than one uorophore per particle
contributes to the uorescence. It should be noted that smaller
particle sizes with lower absolute dye loading are benecial for
this purpose. Under these circumstances, however, the expo-
nential decay constant [eqn (7)] is a more reliable parameter to
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 35695–35705 | 35697



Scheme 2 Syntheses of unlabeled and labeled core (C-NP) and core–
shell nanoparticles (CS-NP), respectively.
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characterize the protonation kinetics. The time constant of the
protonation uctuations, sprot, then corresponds to the recip-
rocal of the sum of the rate constants kprot and kdeprot and serves
only as a qualitative measure for proton mobility.

kprot þ kdeprot ¼ 1

sprot
(7)

At pH values far above pKa, where protonation can be
ignored, eqn (4) is reduced to the rst term, i.e., diffusion or
photobleaching, respectively.

2.6 Cellular experiments

To determine the internalization of nanoparticles by cells,
cellular uptake experiments were carried out using the lung
carcinoma cell line A549 (ACC-107). A confocal laser scanning
microscope (Zeiss LSM 880, Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) equip-
ped with Plan-Apochromat 63�/1.4 oil immersion objective was
used to visualize the nanoparticles.

3. Results
3.1 Syntheses and characterization of label 5a

The synthesis of 5a, starting from 6-/8-bromopyrenol (1), is
shown in Scheme 1.50 The mixture of both regioisomers (1) was
transformed into the corresponding sulfonesters. At this stage,
the two isomers could be separated by chromatography, and the
assignment of the substitution pattern of 2was evident from the
X-ray crystallographic analysis (ESI, Fig. S60 and Table S9†). For
further syntheses, compound 2 was solely used. The protection
of the phenolic moiety is achieved by an allyl group yielding 3,
which is cleaved off during the subsequent palladium-catalyzed
debromination to compound 4. Finally, 5a and its soluble
derivative 5b were obtained aer additional sulfonation by
chlorosulfonic acid and the subsequent reaction with (3-ami-
nopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) or dimethylamine. Following
the same strategy, a compound similar to 5a, where 4 was
converted with trimethoxy[3-(methylamino)propyl]silane aer
treatment with chlorosulfonic acid, has been used for immo-
bilization in single-molecule chemistry.69

The uorescence excitation and emission spectra of 5a were
measured at various pH values (ESI, Fig. S6 and Table S3†), from
which the pKa value of 6.06 � 0.11 (ESI, Fig. S8 and S10†) was
obtained. The excitation and emission spectra of deprotonated
5a in various solvents (ESI, Fig. S22a and S23a†) showed distinct
dependence on a, which is in agreement with previously found
solvatochromic behavior of constitutionally similar
compounds.51 Deprotonated 5a had s value of 5.7 ns in water
(4 ¼ 90%), which is similar to other hydroxypyrene deriva-
tives,64 but this value reduced to 4.7 ns in glycerol (Fig. 3a; ESI,
Fig. S15†).

3.2 Physicochemical properties of silica nanoparticles

In this work, we adopted the well-known synthesis of unlabeled
and labeled C-NP and CS-NP using L-arginine-catalyzed hydro-
lysis of TEOS in a biphasic water–cyclohexane system.45 In the
35698 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 35695–35705
case of labeled nanoparticles, 5a was incorporated into the
silica particle matrix (Scheme 2).

The average particle radius of the obtained unlabeled C-NP
was 8.3 � 0.7 nm (Table 1; ESI, Fig. S1 and Table S2†) and
was reproducibly increased by the incorporation of the dye at
a radius of about 11.9 � 1.2 nm. The growth step with an
unlabeled shell provides an additional 4–4.5 nm-thick layer in
both the cases. Here, the unmarked and modied CS-NP nally
have radii of about 12.4 � 1.2 and 16.3 � 1.2 nm, respectively.
The TEM images reveal that all the synthesized nanoparticles
are spherical and fairly monodisperse (dispersity < 10%).

DLS revealed that the mean rH value for unlabeled C-NP was
9 � 1 nm and that for modied particles was 17 � 2 nm (ESI,
Fig. S3†). Unlabeled CS-NP exhibited a mean rH value of 15 �
2 nm and the dye-embedded CS-NP had a mean rH value of 23�
7 nm (Table 1; ESI, Fig. S3 and Table S2†).

Unlabeled C-NP showed a negative z-potential value of�29.6
� 3.1 mV, whereas the modied C-NP exhibited an even more
negative z-potential value with absolute values of �43.0 �
0.5 mV (Table 1; ESI, Fig. S5†). The same trend was observed
with CS-NP, which became increasingly negative when dye 5a
was embedded. Here, the unlabeled CS-NP exhibited a negative
z-potential value of �34.4 � 0.9 mV, decreasing to values
between �40.3 � 0.1 mV and �42.4 � 0.8 mV in nanoparticles
containing 5a.
3.3 Steady-state uorescence spectroscopy

Unlabeled C-NP and CS-NP did not show any uorescence. For
this reason, all the spectroscopic examinations were exclusively
conducted with labeled C-NP or CS-NP. Initially, the uores-
cence excitation and emission spectra of C-NP and CS-NP at
various pH values were used to titrate the dyes within the silica
matrix (Fig. 1; ESI, Fig. S8–S13†).

It turned out that the spectroscopic maxima were hardly
affected by the additional silica layer (ESI, Table S3†), and
both C-NP and CS-NP showed an isosbestic point in their
excitation spectra, too (Fig. 1c and d). The pKa values of 6.08
and 6.15 were obtained for the titratable fractions (ESI, Table
S4†), and are close to that of free dye 5a (pKa ¼ 6.06).
However, the dye within the CS-NP still showed a basic form
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Table 1 Radii and z-potential values of C-NP and CS-NP

Unlabeled C-NP Labeled C-NP Unlabeled CS-NP Labeled CS-NP

rTEM [nm] 8.3 � 0.7 11.9 � 1.2 12.4 � 1.2 16.3 � 1.2
rDLS [nm] 9 � 1 17 � 2 15 � 2 23 � 7
z-Potential [mV] �29.6 � 3.1 �43.0 � 0.5 �34.4 � 0.9 �42.4 � 0.8
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at pH < 4, which appears to not be titratable down to pH 2
(Fig. 1e) and remained even aer acidication with a strong
acid (ESI, Fig. S19b†). Similarly, the dynamic range of the
uorescence intensity ratio is reduced. W (Fig. 1d vs. Fig. 1f).
We will provide a tentative explanation for this peculiar
behavior below (in Section 4.2) by investigating the similarity
to uorescent proteins.
3.4 Steady-state uorescence anisotropy measurements

Fluorescence anisotropy experiments were performed to
examine the mobility of immobilized 5a. For quantitative
analysis, rwas calculated at lexcmax (495 nm� 5 nm). Based on eqn
(2) and the rH data from DLS (Table 1), the expected q value in
water was larger for C-NP (4.5 ms) and CS-NP (10 ms) and
Fig. 1 Excitation (exc.) (lem ¼ 570 nm) and emission spectra (em.) (lex
¼ 360 nm) of C-NP (a) and CS-NP (b) at pH 2 (ROH) and 11 or 10,
respectively (RO�); excitation titration (ldet ¼ 570 nm) of C-NP (c) and
CS-NP (e) at various pH values. The corresponding fluorescence
intensity ratios are shown in (d) and (f) and are averaged over three
independent measurements.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
therefore much longer than the typical q value of smaller
molecules (8–17 ps).70 Although the exact value of q could not be
determined (see ESI, Fig. S17†), it is obvious that q is much
longer than s and a high value (r [ 0) is expected for tightly
bound or embedded dye molecules. In agreement with these
considerations, C-NP showed higher anisotropy (rC-NP z 0.22)
than unbound dye 5b (r5b z 0) (Fig. 2a; ESI, Fig. S14†), which
could be enhanced aer another centrifugation step, but then
remained constant (rC-NP z 0.30). CS-NP showed comparatively
higher anisotropy aer the centrifugation step, too (rCS-NP z
0.32). The anisotropy of both the nanoparticle fractions could
be increased by adding glycerol (rC-NP z 0.40 and rCS-NP z 0.39)
(Fig. 2b). The ltrate aer centrifugation, however, showed
uorescence and lower anisotropy, which was comparable to
unbound dye 5b.
3.5 TCSPC and uorescence quantum yield

The deprotonated species of the dye in C-NP and CS-NP had s
values of 5.5 and 5.2 ns, respectively (ESI, Fig. S15†), which is
slightly higher than the decay of free dye 5a in water (s ¼ 5.7
ns). The uorescence quantum yield, however, remained
constant at a high value (4 ¼ 89 � 1%). Aer immersion into
glycerol, the s value even further dropped to s ¼ 4.7 ns for 5a
and s ¼ 4.6 ns for both the nanoparticle fractions (ESI,
Fig. S15†). Unbound dye 5a showed the clear dependence of s
on the refractive index (Fig. 3a; ESI, Table S6†). Therefore, s,
determined by TCSPC, can be used to calculate the refractive
index of the environment, where n0 ¼ 1.36 � 0.02 and n0 ¼ 1.40
� 0.02 for C-NP and CS-NP, respectively.71

As already shown in Fig. 1, ESPT still occurs in C-NP and CS-
NP aer acidication (Fig. 3b, green line; ESI, Fig. S19b†).
Interestingly, molecular precursor 5a in methanol barely shows
ESPT aer acidication (Fig. 3b, black line), whereas
Fig. 2 Steady-state fluorescence anisotropy of C-NP in water (a) and
5b and C-NP and CS-NP in water and after the addition of glycerol (b)
at lexcmax (495 nm � 5 nm).

RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 35695–35705 | 35699



Fig. 3 Inverse fluorescence lifetime of 5a in the system with water/
glycerol versus the square of the measured refractive index (ESI,
Table S6†).71 The refractive indexes of 5a in C-NP (blue dot) and CS-
NP (green dot) were determined on the basis of the linear fit (a).
Emission spectra of 5a and C-NP after acidification in various
solvents (b). Please note that all the sfl values are obtained from the
monoexponential fits.
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a signicantly higher uorescence intensity of the deprotonated
form (RO�) as a result of ESPT was observed for C-NP in MeOH
(Fig. 3b, blue line). The kinetics of ESPT was also investigated by
performing time-resolved experiments in both C-NP and CS-NP
aer the addition of HCl (ESI, Fig. S16a†). The small amplitudes
of the rising component, however, indicate that ESPT is mostly
faster than the time resolution of our experiments (ESI, Fig. S16
and Table S5†), despite the distinct emission of the neutral form
(ROH) at lem ¼ 400–470 nm (Fig. 3b, green line).

3.6 Protonation kinetics

During the determination of pKa and the observation of ESPT by
TCSPC in the previous section, we noticed that in some
samples, a shi in the uorescence intensities and spectra in
time could be observed. Obviously, the shi in the equilibrium
from deprotonated 5a to neutral 5a is retarded in certain
samples. To obtain a further insight into the underlying
protonation kinetics, wemeasured the emission spectra of C-NP
and CS-NP in water aer strong acidication (Fig. 4a). The
emission spectra of C-NP indicated—within our time resolu-
tion—the immediate shi from the emission of the protonated
form (ROH) to the emission of the deprotonated form (RO�)
(not shown). In contrast, the emission spectra of CS-NP showed
a slow conversion on a time scale of hours from the deproto-
nated (RO�) to the protonated (ROH) forms (Fig. 4a; ESI,
Fig. S18c†). Similar results were obtained with deuteron instead
Fig. 4 Emission spectra (lex ¼ 360 nm) of CS-NP in H2O after the
addition of HCl (t ¼ 2.5 h) (a) and normalized FCS curves of CS-NP at
pH 3 and excitation intensity ¼ 301 kW cm�2 (b).

35700 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 35695–35705
of proton, although the time constants of the biexponential rise
slightly differed (ESI, Fig. S18b and d†).

The protonation and deprotonation kinetics were also
investigated by FCS, where small dye loading was exploited. FCS
experiments were performed at pH � pKa, where distinct
uorescence uctuations are expected despite an unknown
amount of dye molecules per particle. Fluctuations at this pH
value reveal a continuous protonation–deprotonation exchange.

Autocorrelation decays, as shown in Fig. 4b, were analyzed
according to eqn (4) and (7). At pH 4.5, we obtained sprot¼ 2.5� 0.1
ms for C-NP and sprot ¼ 5.4 � 0.4 ms for CS-NP; comparatively, sprot
¼ 1.8 � 0.2 ms for unbound dye 5b, respectively (ESI, Fig. S20b†).
FCS measurements of CS-NP, even at pH 3, showed a dark state
(Fig. 4b) with sprot (CS-NP)¼ 3.8� 0.2 ms. An additional, reversible
process with sprot �0.5 ms was detected in these samples, too.

3.7 Solvatochromism

Pyrene derivatives exhibit pronounced solvatochromism, which
can be exploited to characterize the surrounding in terms of a.51

As the presence of unreacted, weakly acidic Si–OH in the inte-
rior is anticipated, we analyzed the response of deprotonated 5a
toward protic solvents. The solvatochromic behaviors of both
the nanoparticle types (ESI, Fig. S22 and S23†) were compared
to the spectroscopic maxima in solution (Fig. 5).

Modied C-NP still showed dependence on its solvent envi-
ronment (ESI, Fig. S22b†), but to a lesser extent than that
without silica surrounding. No signicant, solvent-related
changes, with the exception of aprotic DMSO and, less explic-
itly, DMF, were noticed for CS-NP (ESI, Fig. 22c†). In all these
cases, however, the excitation spectra of 5a in the nanoparticles
were hypsochromically shied as compared to those for 5a in
a pure solvent (ESI, Fig. S22†).

3.8 Qualitative pH sensing

As a proof of concept, human alveolar epithelial cell line (A549
cells) was used to evaluate the suitability of 5a, embedded in
silica NP as a pH sensor for use in live cellular imaging. Confocal
microscopy with various excitation lines was performed to qual-
itatively probe pH (for further details, see ESI, Chapter 16.3†).
Depending on the cell compartment, the intracellular pH was
4.5–7.39,72 For these cellular experiments, CS-NP was synthesized
with an unlabeled core and labeled shell (Fig. 2 and ESI, Fig. S31
Fig. 5 Maxima of the excitation spectra of C-NP and CS-NP vs.
unbound dye 5a (red icons were excluded from the linear line).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 7 Confocal fluorescence images of A549 cells after 6 h (a) and
24 h (b) of incubation with dye-embedded particles (CS-NP) (applied
dose: 100 mg SiO2 per mL). The lysosome was stained with LysoRed.
The images in the first column show the protonated form (ROH, blue)
(lex ¼ 405 nm; lem ¼ 510–550 nm) and the second column show the
deprotonated form (RO�, green) (lex ¼ 488 nm; lem ¼ 510–550 nm).
The images in the third column show the staining with LysoRed (red)
(lex ¼ 543 nm; lem ¼ 570–650 nm).
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and S32, Table S8†). The used nanoparticles had the same
spectroscopic properties and pH response as C-NP shown earlier,
but at a larger size (rTEM ¼ 13.7 � 4.2 nm) and brighter uores-
cence. For both the forms of 5a, the neutral state and conjugated
base were addressed with lex ¼ 405 nm and lex ¼ 488 nm,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 6 and 7, uorescence emission (lem
¼ 510–550 nm) was observed aer incubation with the dye-
loaded particles (protonated form ¼ blue; deprotonated form ¼
green). The weak autouorescence, found in certain cells, did not
interfere with the qualitative outcome (ESI,† Fig. S33 and S34†).
Outside the cell, both neutral (ROH) and deprotonated (RO�)
forms were observed, with higher intensity aer RO� excitation
(Fig. 6, yellow arrow). When the particles were located in the cells,
uorescence with the excitation of RO� was severely dimmed out
and only uorescence with excitation of ROH was enhanced
(Fig. 6, white arrow). Furthermore, the intracellular uorescence
of ROH was co-localized with the red uorescence from the
lysosomes that were stained by LysoTracker™ Red DND-99
(LysoRed; Fig. 7, white arrow).39,73,74
4. Discussion
4.1 Particle preparation

In this study, we exploited the benecial uorescence properties
of pyrene-based photoacids for the development of a pH sensor,
while simultaneously characterizing the interior of silica
nanoparticles. Moreover, conclusions about nanoparticle
preparation could be drawn, too. In general, the incorporation
of the dye led to larger particle sizes and hydrodynamic diam-
eters without a signicant effect on the spherical particle
morphology or dispersity, which is in agreement with the
known tendency of labeled nanoparticle precursors to generate
larger seeds.75 Then, the subsequent growth step is unaffected
by the incorporated dye, which is reected by an equal increase
of 4–4.5 nm in the particle and hydrodynamic sizes. Interest-
ingly, the increase in n0 in CS-NP (from n0(C-NP) ¼ 1.36 � 0.02
to n0(CS-NP)¼ 1.40 � 0.02), as revealed by the s measurements
Fig. 6 Confocal fluorescence images of A549 cells after 6 h (a) and
24 h (b) of incubation with dye embedded particles (CS-NP) at an
applied dose of 100 mg SiO2 per mL. The plasma membrane was
stained with tetramethylrhodamine WGA (WGA-TRITC). The images in
the first column show the protonated form (ROH, blue) (lex ¼ 405 nm;
lem ¼ 510–550 nm) and deprotonated form in the second column
(RO�, green) (lex ¼ 488 nm; lem ¼ 510–550 nm). The images in the
third column show the staining with WGA-TRITC (red) (lex ¼ 543 nm;
lem ¼ 570–650 nm).
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(Fig. 3a), provides evidence that SiO2 (n0(fused SiO2) ¼ 1.46 (ref.
76)) not only grows on the outer particle surface but also
substitutes H2O within the interior of the nanoparticle during
the growth step. A second, reproducible effect of dye incorpo-
ration is noticed in the z-potential value. The increase in its
absolute value through dye embedding was also found for CS-
NP and can probably be explained by the additional negative
charges of the ionized dye. Furthermore, the higher z-potential
value indicates higher stability against agglomeration due to
electrostatic repulsion.77

We determined that earlier purication protocols were
insufficient to remove “free” dyes: the measured sdiff value in
the range of �100 ms indicates the diffusion of unreacted 5a or
labeled oligomers (like silsesquioxane).45,78 The removal of “free
dye” was accomplished by supplementary purication, by either
dialysis for a second time or centrifugation (MW ¼ 10 kDa).

A second, independent proof of incomplete purication was
obtained from anisotropy experiments. Similar to sdiff in FCS,
the experimentally observed r value was averaged over all the
available uorophores. Here, r ranges from 0.4 for xed orien-
tation during the uorescence lifetime [e.g., see the nano-
particles in highly viscous glycerol (Fig. 2b)] to 0 for complete
depolarization due to rapid rotation (such as that for 5b). From
our experiments, we conclude that anisotropy experiments are
superior to FCS measurements in assessing the quality of
purication and incorporation, as long as dyes in lower
concentrations are embedded within the silica matrix.

4.2 Protonation dynamics

Nanoparticles, loaded with pH-sensitive dyes, were used as pH
probes in cells.22–24,38 We, therefore, investigated the pH sensi-
tivity of a hydroxypyrene derivative within the silica matrix.64

The pKa value of 5a (pKa ¼ 6.06 � 0.11) remained unchanged
when incorporated into the silica matrix (pKa¼ 6.08� 0.04) and
raised only marginally by an additional cladding layer (pKa ¼
6.15). However, CS-NP still showed a minor fraction of the basic
form even down to pH 2, and FCS measurements at pH 3
revealed protonation–deprotonation equilibrium, evident from
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 35695–35705 | 35701
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the intensity-independent dark state (Fig. 4b). Such
a pronounced deviation in the protonation equilibrium from
the circumstances in solution, which occurs here at least 3 pH
units below the pKa value, has been earlier found in
a completely different system of green uorescent protein
(GFP).79 We, therefore, can conclude—on the basis of this
similarity—that �20% of the dye is stabilized in its basic form
by the silica matrix aer cladding. This explanation is sup-
ported by the ubiquitous hypsochromic shi in the excitation
maxima of 5a in all the nanoparticle samples as compared to 5a
in the solvents (Fig. 5) and hints to strong hydrogen bonding
from Si–OH to RO� in the interior (see below). A direct conse-
quence is a reduction in the dynamic range of the ratiometric
output (Fig. 1d and f). It should be noted that our observation
also explains the incomplete cancellation of uorescein uo-
rescence in pH-sensitive nanoparticles and the variation in the
ratiometric signals among different preparations.31,33,34

Although a pKa value close to the physiological condition is
benecial for its subsequent use as a biosensor, its quality is
crucially affected by the speed upon which the indicator reacts to
changes in pH. The addition of HCl or DCl immediately shis the
equilibrium in C-NP, but protons only slowly reach the pH-
sensitive moiety of 5a in CS-NP (Fig. 4a; ESI, Fig. S18†). FCS
experiments at pH 4.5 (ESI, Fig. S20b†), however, provide the
necessary time resolution to follow protonation in C-NP. Again,
the shell slowed down the migration of the proton to the uo-
rescent dye as sprot(C-NP)¼ 2.5� 0.1 ms < sprot(CS-NP)¼ 5.4� 0.4
ms. A comparison with the protonation kinetics of 5a in solution
(sprot(5a) ¼ 1.8 � 0.1 ms) reveals that the protonation kinetics is
slightly decelerated even in C-NP, although the equilibrium is
not. At this point, it should be emphasized that protonation
might be a highly heterogeneous process, at least in CS-NP, as the
time constants (5 ms, 0.5 ms, Fig. 4b), as determined by FCS, are
far below those determined by cuvette experiments (Fig. 4a).

Data regarding the protonation mechanism can also be ob-
tained from the steady-state uorescence spectra of acidied
nanoparticles. The emission spectra of C-NP and CS-NP
predominantly showed the deprotonated form of photoacids in
a commercial buffer (ESI, Fig. S13†) as a result of ESPT. There-
fore, ESPT was still possible despite the presence of the silica
matrix. This nding is noteworthy as methanol effectively
suppresses ESPT in solution,52 but not equally strong in the
nanoparticles (Fig. 3b). Consequently, we deduce a vastly intact
hydrogen-bonding network around incorporated dye 5a, similar
to that of the chromophore in wt-GFP.80,81 In summary, the access
of protons from the outside to pH-sensitive 5a was possible for
both C-NP and CS-NP via a water-like hydrogen-bonding network;
in particular, however, the diffusion of protons aer the growth
step was considerably slowed down and the complete proton-
ation of the chromophore system was no longer possible.

4.3 Accessibility of the chromophore system

The r values of both the nanoparticles (rC-NP z 0.30; rCS-NP z
0.32) as compared to that of unbound dye 5b (r5b z 0) indicates
that the photoacid is rigidly incorporated into the silica matrix.
Protonation, however, shows that the chromophore in C-NP is
accessible for H+ and, to a certain extent, in CS-NP. Therefore,
35702 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 35695–35705
we need to determine the extent to which a rmly embedded
indicator is shielded from the exterior. We, therefore, addressed
the accessibility of the chromophore system for small-scale
interactions other than H+. The inuence of molecules with
short-range interactions (reff < 1 nm) on both C-NP and CS-NP
was studied by solvatochromism and uorescence quenching
via PET by using a small molecule (ESI, Chapter 13 and 14†).
The excitation maxima of anionic 5a embedded in the core
nanoparticles showed clear dependence on the solvent envi-
ronment (ESI, Fig. S22b†). Although the trend is qualitatively
identical to the observation with the well-studied literature
derivatives of hydroxypyrene, with the exception of THF,51 this
dependency is only two-third stronger than that of unbound dye
5a (Fig. 5). This nding ts the observation of maintained ESPT,
even if protic solvents other than water are used (see preceding
section, Fig. 3b).

A straightforward explanation for the attenuated dependence
on solvent acidity is shielding afforded by the silica matrix. The
noticed concomitant blue-shi in the excitation spectra strongly
suggests the strong hydrogen-bonding donors. The tendency is
even more pronounced in CS-NP where hardly any solvatochrom-
ism is found (Fig. 5). Here, the dyes are almost completely shielded
from the outer solvent with the exception of dimethyl sulfoxide.
This solvent might partially dissolve the nanoparticles.

The impression that a silica environment only provides
limited access of the outer environment to the chromophore
system is engendered by the lack of uorescence quenching
observed in PET. Obviously, the shell is an efficient barrier for
quencher molecules, which contradicts—to some extent—the
outcome of the solvatochromism of C-NP. The hydrogen
bonding of Si–OH groups to the quencher molecules may
explain this discrepancy. To further characterize the sensitivity
of the chromophore system to other quenchers with long-range
interactions, additional quenching experiments were per-
formed using a FRET quencher with variable action radii rq.38

These experiments revealed that the accessibility of the chro-
mophore system was identical despite cladding by an unstained
silica layer (ESI, Fig. S29†). We, therefore, assume the inltra-
tion of the quencher into the nanoparticles. Earlier, the
underlying porous structure was already derived from the BET
measurements on heavily dried nanoparticles.82–84

4.4 Ratiometric readout

In this work, a two-channel pH probe was prepared with a fast
pH response that was comparable to that of an unbound dye
in solution. The ratiometric readout was achieved by using
a single probe molecule instead of two different chromo-
phore systems as done earlier. The prepared pH sensor,
therefore, has an advantage as compared to conventional
ratiometric nanoprobes, wherein a heterogeneous and
unequal distribution of the indicator cannot be a problem.37

The sensitivity of our probe molecule is also of minor
importance as single-molecule detection has been realized
earlier.69 Furthermore, the fairly high intensity change upon
pH changes simplies the subsequent analyses and can be, at
least partially, traced back to the smaller size as compared to
other nanoparticle preparations.31,34–36,85 In addition, the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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particles consist of hardly toxic components and are smaller
than most well-known nanoprobes. Therefore, our particles
are ideally suited to track the intracellular pH in living cells
as exemplied in live-cellular microscopy. These experiments
(Fig. 6 and 7) suggest that CS-NP is sufficiently appropriate
for cellular imaging despite its smaller size. Furthermore, the
co-localization of LysoRed and the intracellular uorescence
of neutral 5a indicate that the particles were uptaken in
acidic compartments such as lysosomes with a pH of 4.5–5
(Fig. 7, white arrow).39,73,74

5. Conclusions

We synthesized an immobilizable derivative of hydroxypyrene,
5a, which was subsequently used for the preparation of uo-
rescent silica nanoparticles. The resulting nanoparticles were
studied by various uorescence spectroscopic methods and
analyzed with respect to three subjects: preparation, accessi-
bility, and inuence of the surrounding on spectroscopic
behavior. It was aimed to generate pH-sensitive nanoparticles
with pKa values in the physiological range. For C-NP, we found
that the silica matrix does not alter the pH sensitivity and only
moderately decelerates the protonation kinetics. The insensi-
tivity toward amines, unexpected in the sense that protic
solvents can still interact with the chromophore to a certain
extent, is benecial for an application as abundant amines may
act as unspecic quenchers in a cellular environment. In
contrast, we found out that proton diffusion through an unla-
beled, cladding shell (thickness < 10 nm) in CS-NP was
considerably retarded. One reason for this is that internal water
is partially substituted by SiO2, as indicated by the higher
refractive index n0. This is in agreement with the fact that the
incorporated photoacid 5a could not be fully protonated despite
the low pH values, indicating stabilization of RO� by hydrogen
bonding. This weakened susceptibility to external pH entails
a reduced dynamic range in the intensity ratio (Fig. 1d vs. 1f).
The lack of sensitivity toward the other, directly interacting
molecules, therefore, is understandable; consequently, the
optical response of CS-NP was largely unaffected by solvents.
Interestingly, although the water content of C-NP is presumably
reduced to �50% in CS-NP, its amount is still sufficient for
inducing ESPT within the nanoparticles. In summary, both the
silica matrix and unlabeled shell shielded the interior from
external inuence and provided a benecial porous structure
for the easy access of H+. However, on the basis of our results,
only C-NP or CS-NP with labeled shells are suitable for use as
ratiometric pH probes with fast pH response due to the almost
intact water-like surrounding of 5a.
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